rgw - Bug #11473

rgw: keystone does not support chunked input

04/27/2015 04:04 PM - Yehuda Sadeh

We have to make sure that we set the Content-Length header when getting an admin token and checking revoked tokens, otherwise Keystone returns a HTTP 411 error.

Same applies when checking revoked tickets.

Fixes: #11473
Backport: Hammer, Firefly
Signed-off-by: Hervé Rousseau <hroussea@cern.ch>

Revision a5dbcbbd - 07/14/2015 08:21 AM - Herve Rousseau

Swift: Set Content-Length when requesting/checking Keystone tokens

Running Keystone with WSGIChunkedRequest=On is not supported.

We have to make sure that we set the Content-Length header when getting an admin token and checking revoked tokens, otherwise Keystone returns a HTTP 411 error.

Same applies when checking revoked tickets.

Fixes: #11473

11/25/2015
Backport: Hammer, Firefly
Signed-off-by: Hervé Rousseau <hroussea@cern.ch>
(cherry picked from commit 24f477417fdac9d68902fa211c8edf92a2e8729f)

History
#1 - 07/14/2015 08:20 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Description updated
- Status changed from New to Pending Backport
- Assignee set to Yehuda Sadeh
- Regression set to No

#2 - 07/31/2015 07:03 PM - Nathan Cutler
- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved